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An identity for the Royal Opera House that 
puts typography at centre stage. Designed 
not to be a single piece of communication 
but the framework for an ever evolving 
identity that can be updated and developed 
season after season. It has a strong visual 
impact and graphic immediacy that hopes 
to become rooted in the visual language of 
Covent Garden. 



The skeletal structure of the graphics is used  
to communicate key information. Inspired by 
the functional typeface of the Underground,  
it unifies the wider identity and anchors it with  
a sense of place. The composition across 
all media is consistent allowing the brand  
to play but with a recognisable continuum. 

Royal Opera House | Visual identity framework



The arts are each characterised by their own  
typographic language. Opera uses traditional  
gothic script made more contemporary by  
exaggerated letters and bright colours whilst  
the ballet has a bespoke typeface made from  
fluid lines. The absence of colour allows a 
sense of movement to be the focus. 

Royal Opera House | Visual identity





Royal Opera House | Print variations



Royal Opera House | Print variations





Click the link to view the visual identity 
as an animation, projected on to the 
Opera House exterior:

https://vimeo.com/user90624804



Royal Opera House | Tickets and brand engagement 



The physical ticket becomes a form of brand  
engagement for the period between ticket  
purchase and the event. The typographic  
characters can be scanned by a phone to 
unlock exclusive content like interviews, 
rehearsals and behind the scenes.

Royal Opera House | Tickets and brand engagement



Emmeline Pankhurst’s ‘Freedom or Death’  
speech, made in 1913, published in a zine 
using layout and typography to relate her 
words to modern day feminist movement.  
 
Watch the making of here:  
https://youtu.be/2xh53Vqr-WI







eat up, catch up



In Italy, food goes beyond simple nourishment,  
it’s at the heart of family life and the ritual of 
sharing a meal around a table every evening is 
sacred. Mangia brings a bit of Italian spirit into 
your home; an enthusiasm for cooking, eating 
and communicating with the people you love 
over a comforting and nourishing bowl of food. 





The visual concept is a contemporary twist 
on traditional Italian ceramics. The iconic 
patterns are combined with photographic 
illustrations to express flavour in an artistic 
way. Characterful typography inspired by 
retro travel posters adds a sense of place 
and tradition but is updated by bold colour 
combinations.

Mangia | Illustration design



Mangia | Packaging range



Mangia | Front, side and back of pack



Mangia | Packaging range



Ban is a limited edition collection of jewellery  
made by a Korean designer and sold in pop 
up shops around Edinburgh. The identity  
is modern, refined and portrays a sense of 
craftsmanship, whilst also reflecting the 
designer's concept. 







Y O U R S E L F  A N D  N O  O N E  E L S E

Beame is a brand that empowers tweens 
by offering a ‘skin first’ attitude to beauty. 
The range of products teaches girls how 
to care for their skin whilst the brand world 
helps them to deal with the anxieties that 
surround growing up so they can feel more 
confident and happy.



Beame | Logo design





Beame | Social media concept



Beame | Packaging range





My response to the BrandOpus Chrysalis 
Awards, to design a drinks brand with a  
functional benefit beyond the purpose of 
refreshment.

A premium tonic water made with activated 
charcoal, a natural antidote to the effects  
of alcohol. Inspired by Egyptian medicine,  
Blacken enhances the drinker’s wellbeing 
and brings balance to every occasion. 





Blacken | Logo design



Blacken | Logo



Blacken | Packaging design



Blacken | On-trade and off-trade packaging



Blacken | On-trade bottle



The on-trade format uses thermochromic 
ink which appears when the bottle is cold. 
The illustration of smoke indicates that the 
drink is at the perfect temperature to bring 
out its unique, smokey taste.

Blacken | On-trade bottle when chilled





Blacken is promoted alongside two signature  
cocktails. The “Smoked G&T” is served with 
ice and a flaming garnish to enhance the 
unique flavour of the charcoal. The “Blacken 
Lemon” is mixed with fresh lemon juice and  
ginger for a revitalising, no-alcohol alternative.  
The combination of smoke, citrus and spice 
is a perfect cure for a hangover.  

Blacken | Point of sale





Blacken | Key visual “At night”



Blacken | Key visual “The next day”





Unknown Agency 2019/20 

Run every year, the Design Agency project is  
an Edinburgh College of Art based initiative,  
which involves final year students creating 
and branding a design agency, applying the  
creative concept to a physical space, before 
recruiting employees from the art school 
and operating over the academic year. 



Run by myself and Arlo Clark, the agency met  
on a weekly basis to complete a range briefs  
concerned with elevating disruptive brands  
and fresh initiatives through bold and beautiful  
design. We also pitched and won a brief set  
by Access to Creative Education Scotland,  
to create and run a workshop for students, 
aged 16-18, interested in studying Graphic  
Design at university. It involved a presentation,  
exercises and a question panel with our 
mentors from the Edinburgh based design 
agency; Contagious. 



contact
fiona.lamburn@btinternet.com

+44 (0) 7960 426966

experience
Butterfly Cannon | 2 month paid placement

Matter of Form | 2 month paid placement

Cause and Effect | 1 week internship

Julien Macdonald | 1 week internship

education
Ba (Hons) Degree
Graphic Design
The University of Edinburgh
2016-2020

A Level
Textiles Maths History (A* A* A)

AS Level
English Literature (A)  

GCSE
Achieved 11 (A*-B)
Roundwood Park School
2009-2016




